Archives for Peace, Afterwards
Continuing collaboration of two institutions in US and Japan
Yayoi TSUTSUI, CA

Peace Resource Center at Wilmington College

- Accepting of Scholars and Researchers
- Photo identifying online workshop with WFC
- Digitized Content on ODN and DPLA
- World Peace Study Mission etc.

World Friendship Center in Hiroshima, Japan

- Sending a member to PRC
- Cataloging of Mr. Morishita, Honorary Chair, collection
  <Tips for description>
- Oral History with Mr. Morishita
- Oppenheimer’s grandson visited Mr. Morishita
  <Testimony of the meeting with Dr. Oppenheimer was found among the WFC archival materials.>

Many materials are related each other and required corporative work.
the Exhibit on 60th Anniversary of the World Peace Study Mission by WFC in Hiroshima

• One of the Great Outcome of WFC Archiving Project
Message from PRC
List in Japanese
Gallery talks by A-bomb survivors

• International Christian University students as the translators
https://www.fnn.jp/articles/-/719650?display=full

• News coverage by some media
https://www.hiroshimapeacemedia.jp/?p=140887
and so on.
Future Projects for Peace
Survivors over 90 speak out for peace against recent wars

• WFC Archiving project both on Morishita papers and WFC own records is very important and effective for peace activities.
• We completed to catalogue the materials including books and now seek how to keep them and open to public with consideration of personal data.
• We will try to implement the data into some collection management systems such as Omeca, Access to Memory, and CollectiveAccess, free open sources which are kind to a small institution, to utilize the materials with PRC.
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